
 

FOLLOW UP FOR INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 

WORKSHOP FEB. 18, 2011 
 

On the following pages are instructions for finding content within the MY DISTRICT folders. I 
added content to a folder marked CTE DISCOVERY ED RESOURCES within folders for various 
CTE subject areas. The pictures below will show you how to access the material.  
 
Complete one of the following THREE OPTIONS for the homework: 
 

1) Choose from the CTE material in Discovery Education and write up a lesson plan for using 
the material in your classroom. 

2) Choose one of the graphic organizers from the workshop (I have attached to this email) and 
use in your classroom in a lesson. Send me at least THREE samples of student work with at 
least one of the graphic organizers. 

3) Create a PREZI presentation. Go to www.prezi.com and I would suggest you begin with one 
of the prezi presentations, it is easier than starting from scratch. Do a presentation that you 
can use with a lesson, either with your content or instructions for vocabulary or for reading 
strategies.  

 
DIRECTIONS  

I think the search is somewhat confusing with the Discovery Education, I decided to see if I could 
put information in the MY DISTRICT folder, where I noticed that the Science District staff had 
placed content. So I went through the various types of content: videos, reading passages, 
animation, simulations, etc. and pulled out many resources for the different CTE areas.  
 
CLICK ON MY CONTENT  
When My Content page comes up – click on the MY DISTRICT tab 
 

 

 

 



 
WHEN THE MY DISTRICT CONTENT OPENS 
Click on the CTE Discovery Ed Resources 
 

 

 

 

You’ll see several folders which have content such as videos, handouts, animations, powerpoints, 
etc. The 5 MINUTE PREP is for teachers to prepare for a topic and these might be used to create 
a presentation for students also. The next image shows you that when opening a video or other 
activity there is a link for resources. 
 

 



When you open a video or other content, you will see a tab for RELATED MATERIALS. 
 

 

 

 
When you click on the RELATED MATERIALS, you will see material such as TEACHER GUIDES.  
 

 

 

 

The CITATION tab will tell you when and by whom the video or other material was produced. 


